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Abstract 
 
“Orkut” Murat Yilmaz1, Kerem Halicioglu1, Osman Bal1, Ayca Eraslan1, Ahmet Alper Yılmaz1, Wumiti Julaiti1, 
Nicholas Paul LiBassi1  
 
1 Bogazici University Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute, Geodesy Department, Istanbul, 
Turkey 
 
20 years ago, Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute Geodesy Department Building was official 
time measurement and synchronization laboratory for institutions of Istanbul. Geodesy Department's calculations 
and mechanical clocks were the way of synchronization. 
 
In this study, we have organized a revival project for Time Synchronization and used a Raspberry PI & GPS 
Module to capture The GPS Signal and parsed the Signal for building NTP Server.  
 
After building NTP Server, we are going to make a GPS handset by adding touchscreens to our Raspberry Pis 
and we're going to use this handset for locating the trees at the Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research 
Institute Campus. At the end, collected the data will be used at the free and open source web gis software for our 
project. 
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